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I. Welcome 

Uwe Arnold (PP3 Network Logistics Leipzig-Halle) welcomes the audience 

 

II. Presentation on LOGICAL Cloud idea and Use Cases by Uwe Arnold 

Uwe Arnold holds a presentation on the LOGICAL project, the cloud and the idea behind. 

The presentation features the main use cases of the cloud and shows some example services. 

 

III. Live demo of the LOGICAL Cloud 

Björn Schwarzbach (University of Leipzig) gives a live presentation of the current state of the 

cloud. The First registration process and login procedure is shown. 

 

After the login Björn Schwarzbach explained the users interface: 
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This users interface consists of a language selection menu on the very upper left corner, a 

main menu below the LOGICAL logo, a category menu on the left hand and the main content 

in the centre area. 

Björn Schwarzbach explains the main menu: 

 

MyCompany is the input form for the companies data, e.g. name, contact name, contact 

details, locations, offered services… 

The different parts of the form are shown and explained: 
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MyDocuments is a Dropbox© like file sharing and synchronisation tool. Sharing and access to 

shared files is presented. 

After the main menu Björn Schwarzbach explains the content of the Categories menu 

Every service is categorized in one category: 

 

Finding partners category offers services that help companies to find appropriate partners. All 

three currently available services of this category are shown. 

The software category contains the ASP solutions, e.g. OpenERP which is shown working 

Platforms category features external platforms which are linked to the cloud. 

Logistics documents features the logistics document matching services that has been 

explained in detail by Uwe Arnold during his presentation. 

External systems features plenty of external services that are not direct part of the cloud.  
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IV. Presentation on LogBase On Demand 

Gunther Teichmann (SALT Solutions GmbH) holds a live presentation on LogBase On 

Demand© which is a TMS available via the LOGICAL cloud 

Mr. Teichmann explains the different functions of the software with demo data. 

 

V. Presentation of CoSPaM 

Fabio Cartolano holds a slide based presentation on CoSPaM and possible benefits of an 

integration into the LOGICAL cloud 

 

VI. Presentation on eContainer 

Drago Ratosa holds a slide based presentation on eContainer and possible webservices to be 

integrated into the LOGICAL cloud. 

 

VII. Live hands on 

The audience is invited to try out the LOGICAL cloud live at the workshop. 

Twelve new registrations are done at the meeting. 


